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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has the following requirements: 

A custom Loan object requires Org-Wide Defaults set to Private. 

The owner of the Loan record will be the Loan Origination Officer. 

The Loan record must be shared with a specific Underwriter on a loan-by-loan basis. 

The Underwriters should only see the Loan records for which they are assigned. 

What should the Architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Use criteria-based sharing rules to share the Loan object with the Underwriter based upon the criteria defined in the
criteria-based sharing. 

B. Create a lookup relationship from the Loan object to the User object. Use a trigger on the Loan object to create the
corresponding record in the Loan_share object. 

C. Create a master-detail relationship from the Loan to the User object. Loan records will be automatically shared with
the Underwriter. 

D. Create an Apex Sharing Reason on the Loan object that shares the Loan with the Underwriter based upon the
criteria defined in the Sharing Reason. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A manager at Ursa Major Solar wants to validate sharing and visibility changes. 

What is the recommended approach? 

A. Utilize Administrative and User reports to view the Active Users 

B. Utilize the Login As feature for a sample user in each role and profile 

C. Utilize Field Audit Trail to audit the field metadata and visibility 

D. Utilize the Sharing button to test Profile and Permission set changes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers has set Account Sharing to Private with Account Teams enabled. Which two user groups can add
team members on the Account? Choose 2 answers 

A. The current Account Owner can add team members. 
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B. The user specified as the Manager on the Owner\\'s User record 

C. Someone above the Account Owner in the Role Hierarchy with read access 

D. Any Account Team Member with read access on the Account 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) has a requirement to expose a web service to their business partners. The web service will
be used to allow each business partner to query UC\\'s Salesforce instance to retrieve the status of orders. The
business partner should only be allowed access to orders for which the business partner is the fulfillment vendor. The
Architect does not want the business partners to utilize the standard APIs and would prefer a custom API be developed.
Which three design elements should the Architect consider in order to ensure the data security of the solution? Choose
3 answers 

A. Query the Orders object with Dynamic SOQL based upon the fulfillment ID. 

B. Set the Orders object\\'s sharing settings to Private in the Org-Wide Defaults 

C. Provide each partner with their own Salesforce login set to API Enabled on the profile. 

D. Develop a custom Apex web service with a fulfillment ID input attribute 

E. Develop a custom Apex web service using the "With Sharing" keyword. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Container is a global Telco that has recently implemented enterprise territory management to better align their
sales teams and sales processes. They are in Q4 of the FY and they have completely revamped their territory structure
and created a plan for a new structure that would support the new FY. Their current territory model has 8k territories.
Their new model would be a new set of 8,5K territories, and their org limit is 10k. What enterprise territory management
feature can US take advantage of in order to help them stay within their org limits? 

A. Territory type priority 

B. Territory Type 

C. Territory Model State 

D. Territory Hierarchy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the security vulnerability in the following code snippet? 
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A. SOQL Injection 

B. Access Control 

C. Arbitrary Redirects 

D. Cross-Site Scripting 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers has junction object called "Job Production Facility", with 2 master-detail relationships to the Job
and Production Facility custom objects. Both master records have a private sharing model. What statement is true if a
user\\'s profile allows access (Create/Read) to the Job, but no access to the Production Facility Object? 

A. The user will be granted read access to the Production Facility record 

B. The user will see the junction object and the link to the Production Facility. 

C. The user will see the junction object but not the link to the Production Facility. 

D. The user will not be able to see the junction object records or the field values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A Visualforce controller has a requirement to be written with "Without Sharing" at the top level; however, certain
methods within the page still need to enforce the user permissions for creating records and accessing certain fields.
Which two methods below would be used to enforce this requirements? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Schema.DescribeFieldResult 

B. Schema.getGlobalDescribe 

C. UserInfo.getProfileID 
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D. Schema.DescribeSObjectResult 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers (UC) is a non-profit organization and has over 20,000,000 members (donors). The company
decided to assign those accounts to Donations Reps based on their regions. Donations Reps ended up owning over
50,000 donors each. The donation reps started to see significant degradation of the system performance. What could be
the reason for this problem? 

A. The Donations Reps access to the assigned accounts. 

B. Salesforce sharing recalculation kicked off. 

C. There is an Account ownership data skew problem. 

D. The Account (donor) object OWD is Private. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

For the Universal Containers Commercial and Consumer support departments, having access to Activities for Contacts
with which they interact is important. Commercial support users should not see Consumer Accounts/Contacts and
Consumer support users should not see Commercial Accounts/Contacts. Assuming the Organization-Wide Default for
Activities is set to "Controlled by Parent" what is the minimum level of Sharing access a support user would need to
Accounts/Contacts to view associated Activities? 

A. Private Account/Contact Sharing Default with a Sharing Rule for each department set to Public Read/ Write access to
Accounts/Contacts. 

B. Private Account/Contact Sharing Default with a Sharing Rule for each department set to Private access to
Accounts/Contacts. 

C. The users need no access to Accounts/Contacts with the proper Activity Sharing Rules and Profile Permissions for
the Accounts Tab. 

D. Private Account/Contact Sharing Default with a Sharing Rule for each department set to Public Read only access to
Accounts/Contacts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What is required to implement Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment? 

A. Define an account assignment with a filter criteria rule for Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment. 

B. Define a Territory assignment rule with filter criteria for Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment. 
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C. Define a custom Apex class for Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment in the system. 

D. Define an Opportunity assignment rule with filter criteria for Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

An Ursa Major Solar manager wants to store Payment Term Details, and has the following requirements: 

-Payment Term Details should be stored on the Account object. 

- Fields should only be visible on specific record types and for specific user profiles. 

A System Administrator needs to quickly determine which record types, user profiles, and page layouts include the
specific fields. 

What should the System Administrator do to achieve this goal? 

A. Select the Field-Level Security for the field on each Profile 

B. Universally require the field at the field level 

C. Log in as each user profile and view the Account Page Layouts 

D. Utilize the Field Accessibility Viewer for the fields in question 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Cloud Kicks is implementing a community and has the following requirements: 

-The Community will have High-Volume Community users. 

- Community users should be able to see records associated to their Account or Contact record. 

An Architect wants to use a Sharing Set to provide access to the records. However, when setting up the Sharing Set,
certain objects are not available in the list of Available Objects. 

What are two explanations for why an object would be excluded from the list of Available Objects in a Sharing Set?
(Choose two.) 

A. The object\\'s Organization-Wide sharing setting is set to Private 

B. The custom object does NOT have a lookup to Accounts or Contacts 

C. The object\\'s Organization-Wide sharing setting is set to Public Read/Write 

D. The object is a custom object, and therefore NOT available for a sharing set 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 14

Universal Containers has a custom Job object with a private sharing model. Based on the size and location of the Job,
different teams must have access to edit the specific Job record. To support this requirement, Apex Managed Sharing
has been implemented to share records with the required users. Since the teams change frequently, managed sharing
recalculations need to be manually run frequently. What can the Architect do to optimize this process? 

A. Change the sharing model on the Job object to Public Read/Write. 

B. Create a scheduled job to automatically run the sharing recalculations on a nightly basis. 

C. Create public groups for each team, and share the jobs with the groups instead of users. 

D. Create a custom Visualforce page to edit the jobs and specify Without Sharing on the controller. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal Containers has a custom object to maintain Job information with a private sharing model. The Delivery group
is distributed through the Role Hierarchy based on geography. As the Delivery group often collaborates on Jobs, all
users in the Delivery profile required View access to all Job records. In special case, the Delivery user who owns a job
must be able to grant a Product Development user access to a Job record. Which two platform features can be used to
support these requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. Criteria-based Sharing Rules 

B. "View All" Profile settings 

C. Owner-based Sharing Rules 

D. Manual Sharing 

Correct Answer: BD 
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